
Low-cost photometers  
and open source software  
for Light Pollution research 

	  PyASB	  so)ware 	  PySQM	  so)ware 

PySQM is a multi-platform, open-source software designed to 
read and plot data (in real time) from SQM photometers, giving 
as an output files with the International Dark Sky Association 
(IDA) NSBM Community Standards for Reporting Skyglow 
Observations.    http://guaix.fis.ucm.es/PySQM 

Plot of one night for the SQM located at Observatorio UCM. 
Night sky brightness in mag/arcsec2 vs time and versus solar  
altitude (upper panel). During a typical night the sky of Madrid  
is darker in the second part of the night when the human activity  
is lower and some ornamental lights are switched off.   

Plot of SQM located at Villaverde del Ducado (small village,  
rural area). The night sky is dark. Some episodes of clouds  
during the night are clearly marked as a brightening of the sky.  
Dashed vertical lines correspond to the astronomical twilight. 
The pink shadow indicates that the Moon is over the horizon.  

PyASB: software written in Python to analyze All-Sky 
images and determine the night sky background, 
atmospheric extinction and cloud coverage. 
 
(TOP) All-sky brightness maps obtained with PyASB 
for Villaverde del Ducado and Observatorio de Izaña 
using the G-channel of a DSLR camera (calibrated 
as Johnson V) and the B band of AstMon-OT 
respectively. 
 
(RIGHT) Astrometric solution based on cross-
matching of a star catalog with the image and all-sky 
absolute photometric calibration using a Bouguer fit, 
providing the instrumental constant and extinction 
coefficient. 

	  	  COELOFOT 

-  NSB photometer SQM-like 
-  Color R G B and SQM bands  
-  Four channels, 4 detectors 
-  Portable, cheap and open source 
-  Raspberry Pi controlled 

Version 0 

Version 1 

-  Working prototype 
-  Custom made electronics based on TESS 
-  Cheaper filters  
-  Includes cloud sensor 

Version 2 

	  	  	  	  TESS 

The Telescope Encoder & Sky Sensor  is a Sky Brightness  
and cloud detector developed by Cristóbal García as part of his  
Remote Observatory utilities  http://www.observatorioremoto.com/ 

•  Altitude    Three axis accelerometer 
•  Azimuth    Three axis magnetometer 
•  Sky Brightness  TSL 237 low light sensor 
•  Temperature  
•  Clouds    nIR temperature sensor  

(LEFT) TESS board for RS232 & bluetooth. (RIGHT) TTL output 

(TOP) TESS board with bluetooth interface. (RIGHT) weatherproof enclosure  
(BOTTOM) Portable TESS inside a power bank box. 

(Top) TESS application display 
using the bluetooth interface. 
The Android mobile provides  
the GPS data. 

	  	  	  	  NixNox 	  	  NSB	  mapper 

“NixNox procedure to build Night Sky Brightness maps  
from SQM photometers observations”   
Nievas & Zamorano http://eprints.ucm.es/26982/ 

Comparison of Night Sky Brightness map obtained with a DSLR camera 
and the one build using the NixNox procedure.  
Observatorio Astronómico de Yebes is 70 km from Madrid whose light 
pollution is clearly apparent at West (see panorama and NSB maps).  

NixNox maps (NPS Scale by Duriscoe et al. 2007) 

The NSB mapper scan the sky and build the 
maps on the fly scanning continuously to obtain 
the all-sky brightness variation along the night.    

(TOP) Working prototypes of the NSB 
mapper using TSL 237 low light sensor 
and nIR temperature sensor  

(LEFT) Using an alt-azimuth mount to get  
SQM observations for all-sky NixNox map 

(TOP) NSB maps and cloud coverage over Observatorio UCM using the NSB mapper 

(TOP) Setting up a NSB mapper test and all-sky picture of the 
sky over Observatorio UCM (Madrid). 
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Automatic Night Sky Brightness maps and 
cloud coverage using servos, detectors and 
Arduino. Developed by Miguel Nievas (UCM). 

"PySQM the UCM open source software to read, plot  
and store data from SQM photometers”  
Nievas Rosillo, Miguel and Zamorano, Jaime (2014)    
http://eprints.ucm.es/25900/ 

“Absolute photometry and Night Sky Brightness with all-sky cameras”  
Nievas Rosillo, Miguel (2013)    http://eprints.ucm.es/24626/ 


